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Abstract. Distance learning such as TV-based learning, Internet learn-
ing, etc. has become popular in these days. In particular, distance learn-
ing on Internet is a promising approach to decrease the geographical
barrier of education and to provide a personalized learning framework.
However, such distance learning has a problem that participants of the
distance learning can not acquire the feeling of "reality", or realistic
atmosphere of learning, though multi-modal information, or visual and
audio information is transferred between learning sites. To solve the prob-
lem, or to provide more realistic learning environment for distance learn-
ing, we are researching for a virtual environment for distance learning
with high reality. Particularly, in this research, we are aiming at con-
struction of a virtual class room, which a teacher and geographically
scattered students can attend via the network.

1 Introduction

Distance learning such as TV-based learning, Internet learning, etc. has become
popular in these days. In particular, distance learning on Internet is a promising
approach to decrease the geographical barrier of education[1]. It enables individ-
uals to have their favorite course wherever they are. It can provide a personalized
learning framework, which is becoming an important feature of learning in the
future. On the other hand, it is no doubt that a classroom, or classmates, have
an important role in learning. Students learn a lot from other students' activity.
Group learning is often an eãective method of learning. Therefore, we have to
establish a distance learning framework having both features of individual-based
learning and group-based learning, and to construct a lecture space virtually on
the network with geographically dispersed participants.
The biggest problem of distance learning is that participants can not ac-

quire the feeling of "reality", or realistic atmosphere of learning, even though
multi-modal information, or visual and audio information is transferred between
learning sites. For example, they can not always get views which they want to
see. To solve the problem, or to provide more realistic learning environment for
distance learning, we are researching for a virtual environment for distance learn-
ing with high reality, which we call Virtual Environment for Immersive Distance



Fig. 1. Concept of VEIDL

Learning (VEIDL in short). Particularly, in this research, we are aiming at con-
struction of a virtual classroom, where a teacher and geographically dispersed
students can attend via the network.

2 Overview of VEIDL

In the virtual class room, which provides realistic situation of lecture space, par-
ticipants (a teacher and students) can not only communicate with one another,
but observe other participants activity. We assume that each participant includ-
ing a teacher is on a separated site. At each participant site, there are multiple
cameras and a microphone for acquiring participants' information. The acquired
participants' information is transferred between sites. This information exchange
is mediated by a server called VEIDL server. According to the transferred par-
ticipants' information, a virtual 3-D lecture space is constructed in real-time at
each site. Each participant equips a head-mounted display (or another person-
alized 3D display system) and a headphone. Through these equipments, each
participant can see and hear the other participants in a virtual lecture space
which is established on each site as if he/she were in a real, traditional lecture
space. In other words, each participant at a separated location in the real world
can share a single lecture space in a virtual world. This research realizes not
only an immersive distance learning environment but also a learning environ-
ment unable to realize in a real environment, for example using a virtual screen,
a virtualized animal walking on desks, etc.
However, it is almost impossible to acquire all the information about each

participant in the real world and to present it to the others because of limi-
tations of observation ability of the system and network bandwidth. Then, we
propose a system which acquires and transfers only minimum information to
present participants' intentions, and which compensates other information for



participant avatars to behave naturally by means that each participant agent
has a model of each participant. In other words, through constructing a virtual
environment for distance learning, we will realize a system which understands
important information of participants including participants' intentions referring
to multi-modal or audio-visual input and which makes avatars behave naturally
according to the information in order to communicate participants' intentions
with each other.
Here, the most important issue is the balance between observed information

from sensors and pre-deåned knowledge, i.e., a behavior model of participants in
lecture scenes. If we have an adequate behavior model, not only we can correct
errors of the observed information but we can reduce the amount of information
to be transferred by transferring only meaningful information.

3 Research Issues of VEIDL

Since verbal information is transferred without processing, it is important how
non-verbal information representing participant's intentions is acquired and how
a virtual lecture space is visualized.

3.1 Acquisition of Participant's Information

The 3D position and the pose of a teacher are acquired by a vision-based full
body motion capture system using multiple cameras[2]. Since non-verbal infor-
mation about the teacher is usually important, enough number of cameras and
computers must be provided to observe the information precisely. On the other
hand, the 3D position and the pose of each student are acquired by a desktop
motion capture system using a stereo camera[3]. Since the variation of the stu-
dents' non-verbal information is rather restricted, and since expensive hardware
can not be used for the students, the system for each student must be as simple
as possible.

3.2 Visualization of a Virtual Lecture Space

A virtual 3-D lecture space is constructed in real-time on each site according to
the participants' information, which is generated from the acquired information
and pre-deåned knowledge. Prepared teaching materials such as slides are also
adequately presented in the virtual lecture space. Each participant can see the
virtual lecture space through a head-mounted display (or another personalized
3D display system). The visual information is changed in response to the face
direction of the participant.
An agent of each participant must be constructed in advance and distributed

to all sites. In order that each participant avatar behaves naturally based on
the information supplied by the VEIDL server, each participant agent has such
information as



For Deciding Action state transition diagrams and state transition probabil-
ities on them

For Displaying Motion a 3D shape-color model and motion models

as the pre-deåned knowledge. Since the server does not precisely control avatars'
action, the actions of avatars which represent the same agent, i.e., the same
participant, are slightly diãerent in each site. However, this is not serious problem
since the important information about participants is reçected in their avatars.

State Transition Diagram and State Transition Probability. Each hu-
man part (left arm, right arm, left leg, right leg) has a state transition diagram.
Each state in the diagram means a single action such as hanging arm, ånger
pointing and folding for an arm and standing and walking for a leg, so it is
guaranteed that each part can do only one action at a time.
The state transition probability is conditional probability whose conditions

are as follows:

Action Information from an Acquiring Site When an action information
about a participant is received, in order that an avatar do the action, a state
transition probability for transiting to the state of the action becomes 1.
This means the current state immediately transits to the state of the action.
In case that the current state can not transit directly to the state of the
action, the current state moves to the state of the action via other states.
Using state transition diagram in this way guarantees that an avatar changes
its action without any unnatural or impossible motions.

States of Other Human Parts State transition probabilities may be changed
in response to the states of the other parts. For example, if the current state
of a left arm transits to \folding", then the state transition probabilities of
a right arm are changed for the current state to transit to \folding". In ad-
dition, it is possible to make state transition probabilities for transiting to
\putting a left hand to the waist" higher when the current state of a right
arm is \stick pointing". Changing state transition probabilities in this way
may establish coordinated actions of arms and legs.

After transiting to a state and ånishing the action of the state, a decision
of state transition is given according to state transition probabilities. However,
avatar's behavior becomes unnatural if avatar starts the next action as soon as
ånishing the previous action. Accordingly, the total of state transition probabili-
ties for transiting from a state to all other states is set less than 1 and a decision
of state transition is given at regular intervals (usually video-frame intervals)
after ånishing the previous action until transiting the next state. This means
that time between two actions is indeånite and avatar's behavior becomes more
natural.

3D Shape-Color Model and Motion Model. In our research, we employ the
3D human model of a computer graphics software, POSER, as a 3D shape-color
model of each avatar.



In addition, we construct a motion model for each action in advance. Some of
the motion models rotate human parts toward an instructed angle. The others
move the tip of human parts such as a hand and a foot toward an instructed
position by means of inverse kinematics.

4 Transferred Information

4.1 Information about a Teacher

We think that the following information should be acquired in order that teacher's
avatar represents his/her intentions.

Walking and the Position The avatar walks around. Though its standing po-
sition in a virtual space reçects the teacher's standing position in a real space,
motion parameters of its legs and feet are generated based on the pre-deåned
walking motion model.

Stick Pointing and the Position The avatar points on a virtual screen where
the teacher's pointing stick points in a real space. The correspondence be-
tween the virtual space and the real one is also calculated.

Finger Pointing and the Direction The avatar points its ånger to the di-
rection that the teacher points to in the real world. If the teacher points to a
student in the real world, the avatar of the teacher points the avatar of the
student in the virtual lecture space.

Head Direction The avatar moves its head in order that students have the
feeling of being watched.

Body Direction The avatar turn its body to the direction.

4.2 Information about a Student

The 3D position and the pose of each student are acquired by a desktop motion
capture system using a stereo camera[3]. We think that the following information
should be acquired in order to make the avatar's behavior similar to the student;

Head Direction The avatar moves its head in order that other participant
including a teacher have the feeling of being watched.

Hand Raising In case that the student raises his/her hand, the avatar raises
its hand.

5 Preliminary Experiment

In this paper, we show results of a preliminary experiment, which is the årst
step for acquiring and presenting information about a teacher. Figure 2 shows
experimental results of teacher's information acquisition.
Figure 3 shows that a teacher's avatar is walking and pointing its ånger ac-

cording to acquired information.



(a) Upper left of this ågure shows an original image from a camera. Upper right shows
results of motion capture system. Each square in the lower part means that the teacher
do an action. In this moment, the teacher points his ågure to the student who sits at
the left end of a virtual lecture space. In addition, the teacher turn his/her face to the
student.

(b) In this moment, the teacher points by a stick and turns his/her face to the third
student from the left end of a virtual lecture space

Fig. 2. Results of teacher's information acquisition

6 Conclusion

As the årst step toward the virtual environment for immersive distance learn-
ing, we construct a prototype system which automatically extracts important
information from participant actions and reçects it in the behavior of avatars.
In this step, we do not regard real-time performance as important but want
to show our proposed framework, acquiring minimum information about par-
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Fig. 3. Displaying teacher's avatar

ticipants and compensating other information for participant avatars to behave
naturally, is reasonable and well-performed.
We have some future works as follows:

Time Consistency For constructing VEIDL with high reality and interactiv-
ity, VEIDL must guarantee time consistency, which means that all events
are presented to participants in the same order they occur. Furthermore, in
addition to such event level time consistency, signal level time consistency
between audio and visual information, or voice and mouth synchronization,
must be guaranteed. For distributed environments such as VEIDL, time con-
sistency is one of the most diécult problems.

Scale of VEIDL We must discuss how many number of students is best for
VEIDL. Maybe two factors should be considered. One is limitation of sys-
tem performance, especially performance of VEIDL server. Another is edu-
cational eãectiveness. Though one of strong points of VEIDL is interactivity
between geographically dispersed participants, the strong point is not eãec-
tive with too large and too small number of students.
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